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Abstract

Millions of individuals worldwide suffer from temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders and are characterized by pain and joint dysfunction. TMJ internal derangement (ID) is the most frequent type of temporomandibular disorders (TMDs). The ID of TMJ is defined as a joint dysfunction associated with an abnormal disc position. Identification and elimination of the causes of tissue breakdown of the TMJ that lead to ID are the key factors for successful treatment. The common causes for TMJ ID are trauma and parafunctional habits which lead to joint overload and degenerative changes in the articular structures, increased friction, and gradual disc displacement. Local and systemic inflammatory/degenerative arthropathies may also affect TMJ and cause ID. The aim of this chapter is to give comprehensive knowledge about the contemporary perspective of TMJ ID including diagnostic and therapeutic developments and innovations. Clinicians should establish the correct diagnosis and cause of the disease for appropriate management so that patients do not suffer from ineffective treatments. As an innovative development, TMJ replacements with alloplastic joint prosthesis and tissue-engineered structures hold promise for the future of management of TMJ ID.
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1. Introduction

Millions of individuals worldwide suffer from temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders and are characterized by pain and joint dysfunction. TMJ internal derangement (ID) is the most frequent type of temporomandibular disorders (TMDs), including 41.1% of patients with TMD [1]. The ID of TMJ is defined as a joint dysfunction associated with an abnormal disc position [2]. Identification and elimination of the causes of tissue breakdown of the TMJ that lead to ID are the key factors for successful treatment. The common causes for TMJ ID are trauma and parafunctional habits which lead to joint overload and degenerative changes in the articular structures, increased friction, and gradual disc displacement. Local and systemic inflammatory/degenerative arthropathies may also affect TMJ and cause ID. The aim of this chapter is to give comprehensive knowledge about the contemporary perspective of TMJ ID including diagnostic and therapeutic developments and innovations. Clinicians should establish the correct diagnosis and cause of the disease for appropriate management so that patients do not suffer from ineffective treatments. As an innovative development, TMJ replacements with alloplastic joint prosthesis and tissue-engineered structures hold promise for the future of management of TMJ ID.
trauma and parafunctional habits which lead to degenerative changes in the articular structures, increased friction, and gradual disc displacement [2]. Systemic degenerative arthropathies may also affect TMJ and cause ID. Moreover, some kind of infections and tumors can cause the nonspecific symptoms and may mimic TMJ ID.

The natural course of TMJ ID without treatment was shown that some patients heal spontaneously and the length of time for symptoms to resolve is variable, but generally 1 year. This is thought to be associated with the adaptation capacity of the joint and the healing capacity of the individuals. However, it is not possible to predict the patients who are likely to have a return to asymptomatic condition. The older patients, the patients with longer time of disease onset, and those with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evidence of advanced TMD are at a higher risk for not improving spontaneously [3].

This chapter gives comprehensive knowledge about the contemporary perspective of TMJ ID including diagnostic and therapeutic developments and innovations with an emphasis on tissue engineering strategy for joint reconstruction.

2. Definition of the internal derangement of the temporomandibular joint

The most popular definition of ID of TMJ can be explained as the joint dysfunction associated with an abnormal disc position and damage to the internal structures of the joint [2]. The signs and symptoms of ID are nonspecific and can be caused by multiple etiologic factors.

For the diagnosis and management of TMJ ID, updated guidelines and classification systems such as Wilkes staging [4] and Diagnostic Criteria for TMDs (DC/TMD) [5] are available. The Wilkes staging system for ID of TMJ is frequently used by oral and maxillofacial surgeons to provide a guide for treatment based on the severity of the joint damage (Table 1). The DC/TMD classification system underwent extensive testing (in terms of sensitivity and specificity) and validated for different languages (the validated translations of DC/TMD into different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Clinical findings</th>
<th>Radiological findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I (Early)</td>
<td>Painless clicking, no limitation of motion</td>
<td>Slight disc displacement with early reduction, normal disc morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II (Early/intermediate)</td>
<td>Occasional painful clicking, intermittent locking, related headache</td>
<td>Moderate disc displacement with late reduction, mild disc deformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III (Intermediate)</td>
<td>Frequent pain, joint tenderness, restriction of motion, closed locks</td>
<td>Disc displacement without reduction, deformity of disc, no hard tissue changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV (Intermediate/late)</td>
<td>Chronic pain, restriction of motion</td>
<td>Severe disc displacement (without reduction), Severe deformity of disc, degenerative changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Late)</td>
<td>Variable and episodic joint pain, chronic restriction of motion, crepitus</td>
<td>Gross deformity and/or perforation of disc, degenerative arthritic changes, osteophyte deformity subcortical cyst formation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Wilkes classification for internal derangement of temporomandibular joint [4].
languages are available at http://www.rdc-tmdinternational.org). The current update of DC/TMD was released in 2014 [5]. This diagnostic system has AXIS 1 for classification of the physical categories of the TMDs, and AXIS 2 for classification of psychosocial behavioral aspects of patients with TMDs. According to the last update of DC/TMD Axis 1, TMJ ID is defined in four stages: disc displacement with reduction (DDwR), disc displacement with reduction with intermittent locking, disc displacement without reduction (DDwoR) with limited mouth opening, and disc displacement without reduction without limited mouth opening. The weakness of these classification systems is that there is no causative information associated with the corresponding stages. However, understanding the true cause of damage to the joint structures is essential for proper treatment. Without useful categorization of cause and pathogenesis, treatments often fail because causative factors persist.

In a physiologically normal joint, the disc is positioned between mandibular condyle and the posterior slope of articular eminence when the jaw is closed. When the jaw is opened, the disc slides into a position between condyle and top of the eminence. The attachments of the disc prevent its displacement during opening. The ID of TMJ can be divided into two subgroups basically: disc displacement with reduction and disc displacement without reduction (Figure 1). In the DDwR case, disc has slight deformation and forward displacement when the jaw is closed. The displaced disc reduces to normal position at maximal mouth opening (first click noise appears). When the jaw is intended to close, the disc displaces forward again (second click noise—reciprocal click—appears). The patient with DDwR has symptoms of TMJ pain with clicking, intermittent locking, and orofacial pain without limitation on mouth opening. The disc displacement and reduction can be observed in open- and closed-mouth MRI examination (Figure 2). In the DDwoR case, disc has moderate to severe deformation and forward displacement when the jaw is closed. During mouth opening, the disc cannot return to its normal position and is compressed between condyle and eminence so as the disorder progresses (Figure 3). The patient with DDwoR

![Figure 1. The hand-sketched TMJ figure showing normal condyle-disc relationship, disc displacement with reduction, and without reduction in closed- and open-mouth positions.](image-url)
has symptoms of increased TMJ and orofacial pain with restricted mandibular motion. The click noise disappears, however; in advanced cases, crepitation noise appears as a result of degenerative changes. In unilateral case, the patient shows restricted controlateral jaw movement while ipsilateral movement is normal. In advanced stages of DDwoR, increased degenerative changes including disc perforation and abrasion of the underlying bone occur.

3. Pathogenesis of internal derangement of temporomandibular joint

The displaced disc can degenerate, become misshaped, perforated, or even torn. If the patient cannot achieve proper treatment, ID gets progressively worse with time, inflammation accompanied, and osteoarthritic changes (abrasion of articular cartilage and underlying bone,
flattening of articular surfaces, less pronounced articular eminence, osteophyte formation, subchondral cyst, and resorption of the condyle) occur [5, 6]. Several inflammatory mediators (such as tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin 1-β, prostaglandin E2, etc.) play crucial roles in the pathogenesis of ID [7, 8]. The more detailed explanations about the inflammatory mediator background of the ID were discussed in another chapter of this book.

The challenge for clinicians is to diagnose the accurate condition that causes the ID. Once identified, the basis for the treatment is to relieve the patient’s symptoms and to improve healing while simultaneously removing the causal factors. The following causal factors or diseases may lead to ID and should be addressed carefully: the excessive loading of the joint, and systemic and localized arthropathies may cause ID of TMJ [2].

3.1. Excessive loading

Joint overload is the most common cause of ID. The joint overload (often caused by stress-mediated parafunction, acute or chronic trauma, unstable occlusion, and increased joint friction) deteriorates cartilage metabolism. This pathologic process causes the fibrillation of cartilage and ultimately leads to biomechanical failure impairing the sliding of the articular surfaces. Clinically, joint noise (clicking) is detected in this stage. The individuals who have persistent parafunction continue to overload articular structures beyond their adaptive capacity leading to pain, synovitis, intra-articular adhesions, osteoarthritis, and disc perforation [2]. Thus, the key principles in the management of ID caused by joint overloading are the reduction of joint loading and inflammation, maximizing joint mobility, and relieving pain. If the patients with ID have the signs of joint overload and if all other causal factors are ruled out, these patients should be managed by an intense 2–3 week regimen of conservative therapies as described below. If the symptoms begin to resolve, then conservative treatment should be continued. However, if the symptoms persist, minimally invasive surgical interventions should be considered. The advanced stages of ID leading to fibrosis, disc deformation or perforation, and TMJ ankylosis require arthrotomy.

3.2. Systemic arthropathy

A number of systemic and rheumatoid disorders play a role of causal factor and can contribute to inflammatory/degenerative arthropathy and ID. Since systemic disorders affect the structure and function of articular tissues, TMJ of the patients with systemic arthropathy may fail under normal joint loads. Thus, clinicians should be aware of this issue when considering patient management. The examples of systemic disorders, which can cause ID, include rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, pseudogout, ankylosing spondylitis, polymyalgia rheumatica, chondrocalcinosis, Ehler-Danlos syndrome, Lyme disease, lupus erythematosus, and other connective tissue disorders [2, 9, 10]. For these patients, management of systemic disorders is essential for the treatment of TMJ ID and requires coordination between a maxillofacial surgeon and a rheumatologist. Conservative therapies and arthrocentesis or arthroscopy can relieve symptoms. Moreover, arthroscopic biopsy led to the diagnosis.

3.3. Localized arthropathy

This term describes an articular disorder that is atypical and not caused by joint overloading or systemic disease. A localized atypical arthropathy usually affects one joint only. The clinical
signs and symptoms are nonspecific and include joint pain, noise, limited function, and changes in the occlusion. The imaging techniques and arthroscopic biopsy show unusual findings (multiple loose calcifications or synovial effusions) and confirm the diagnosis. The localized arthropathy of TMJ can be summarized as follows: osteochondroma, synovial chondromatosis, crystal deposition disease, and synovial cyst. The localized arthropathies may cause or mimic TMJ ID. The secondary inflammatory component from neighboring regions (otitis, tonsillitis, and maxillary sinusitis) can affect TMJ and cause ID \[2, 11\]. The correct diagnosis is crucial in these kinds of disorders and treatment usually includes arthroscopy or arthroty.

4. Diagnosis of internal derangement of temporomandibular joint

4.1. History and physical examination

Complete medical history, clinical, and radiological examinations are essential for correct diagnosis. The most frequent signs and symptoms related to ID are pain on TMJ region, decrease in mouth opening (the normal values of maximum inter-incisal mouth opening are between 35 and 50 mm) and laterotructive movements (the normal values of the ipsi- and contra-lateral movements of the joint are between 5 and 10 mm), TMJ noise (clicking and crepitation), intermittent lock of the joint, deflexion or deviation of the mandible during mouth opening \[5\]. The tenderness of the masticatory muscles may accompany.

4.2. Imaging methods

Imaging of TMJ is necessary to establish the proper diagnosis, to select the appropriate treatment, and to assess the treatment results. For imaging purposes, the following contemporary techniques are frequently used.

4.2.1. Panoramic radiography or arthrography

Orthopantomography (OPG) and/or arthrography are used to assess hard tissues of TMJ including condyle, glenoid fossa, and articular eminence. For detailed examination, computed tomography (CT)/cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is preferred.

4.2.2. Computed tomography or cone-beam computed tomography

CT or CBCT is useful to assess bone abnormalities such as ankylosis, degenerative changes, osteoarthritis, growth abnormalities, fractures, and tumors. A stereolithographic model of a patient’s TMJ skeleton can be prefabricated using three-dimensional (3D) technology for reconstructive purposes.

4.2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI is the standard imaging technique for visualization of TMJ. It is used to assess retrodiscal tissue, disc position and morphology, displacement and reduction of the disc, bone marrow
changes, degenerative involvements, and joint effusion [12]. Recently, the potential use of MRI-CBCT image fusion technique was introduced in order to improve the reliability and accuracy of assessment of disc positions [13]. Contemporarily, real-time MRI imaging of TMJ allows comprehensive data about the dynamics of all articular structures during jaw movement and offers more reliable diagnosis for ID of TMJ [14]. MRI is contraindicated in claustrophobic patients and those with pacemakers.

4.2.4. Single photon emission computed tomography

This technique is used to detect metabolic activity and inflammation on the joint structures. The single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) can be used for conventional evaluation of osteoarthritis of TMJ (which is the further stage of ID) [15].

4.2.5. Electromyography

This method is used to assess masticatory and cervical muscles’ activities when bruxism or muscle-mediated joint overload is suspected as a causal factor for TMD [16].

4.2.6. Ultrasonography

The ultrasonography (USG) is used as an alternative imaging technique for the diagnosis of TMD. On USG images, condyle and glenoid fossa are hyperechoic (high reflection of sound waves) and appear white, bone marrow is hypoechoic (low reflection of sound waves) and appears black, connective tissues (joint capsule and retrodiscal tissue) and muscles (lateral pterygoid and masseter muscles) are isoechoic (intermediate reflection) and appear heterogeneously gray, and the disc appears as a thin area of hyperechogenity surrounded by a hypoechoic halo [17]. Diagnostic accuracy of USG was reported to be 54–100% for disc displacement, 72–95% for joint effusion, and 56–93% for osteoarthrosis [17]. The USG can be used to assess the thickness of the masticatory muscles in order to evaluate their causal effects for TMD [18]. Moreover, USG can also be used as an image guide for injection into the superior and lower joint space [19, 20].

4.2.7. Other methods

If the clinician suspects systemic involvement (such as rheumatoid arthritis or juvenile idiopathic arthritis), appropriate tests including human leukocyte antigen-B27, anti-nuclear factors, and rheumatoid factors should be ordered [10].

4.3. Differential diagnosis

Some kinds of extra-articular disorders may mimic clinical signs and symptoms of TMJ ID and should be considered as differential diagnosis. These pathologic entities can be summarized as headache, neuralgia, migraine, atypical orofacial pain, ear disorders, coronoid process hyperplasia, trismus following inferior alveolar nerve anesthesia or muscle trauma, deep-space infections of maxillofacial region, radiation fibrosis, myositis ossificans, and metastasis of other regions’ cancer [2, 5].
5. The treatment methods of internal derangements of temporomandibular joint

The most frequently used diagnostic classification system in order to decide proper management for ID of TMJ is Wilkes classification (Table 1) [4]. Wilkes defined five stages with clinical and radiographic features of ID and offered different treatment methods according to the stages of the disorder [4]. The treatment methods of TMJ ID can be basically divided into two subgroups: conservative and surgical. According to Wilkes classification [4], early stages of ID can be managed with conservative or minimally invasive methods; however, advanced stages (IV or V) might require open joint surgery. The principle of treatment consists of removal of the factors which can cause ID, reduction of symptoms, and also promote the healing of the articular structures. The disc displacement does not always cause mechanical obstruction. In the literature, MRI studies [21, 22] showed a high percentage of disc displacement in asymptomatic patients (about 32–38%) and thus it is controversial whether repositioning the disc into normal position should be a treatment goal or not.

The conservative and surgical treatments should never be considered separately. The two therapeutic options should always be taken into account. The lack of control of causal factors such as joint overload usually causes failure of the treatment.

5.1. Conservative methods

The conservative treatment is a fundamental therapeutic element. Mostly, it is also the first-line therapeutic step (except for the ankylosis, tumor diseases and cysts. For the corresponding diseases, the primary treatment method is the open surgery). The basis of the conservative therapy is the reduction of the joint loading and pain and also improvement of healing. If the causal factor of ID is diagnosed as excessive joint loading, most of these patients can be successfully managed with conservative methods. The conservative therapy includes a number of different treatment methods:

5.1.1. Patient education

The most important aspect of conservative treatment is to inform and educate the patients about the natural course, etiology, and pathogenesis of the ID. The diet modification, improved sleeping, and awareness of mandibular parafunction should be established by patient education. Patient education is the first and essential part of the management and makes the patients important partners for their care. The education of patients is crucial for control of all causal factors (especially excessive loading) leading to ID.

5.1.2. Drug treatment

This therapy includes several groups of drugs:

a. Analgesic drugs: They are used to reduce pain (most often non-steroidal anti-inflammatory—NSAI—drugs). NSAI drugs are also used to reduce inflammation.
b. **Anti-spasmodic and muscle relaxants:** They are used to reduce muscle spasm accompanying a number of painful conditions (in addition to reducing the skeletal muscle tone, it is also effective to reduce emotional stress).

c. **Chondroprotective drugs:** These drugs are capable of restoration of the metabolic balance in articular cartilage cells; their anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects are also described [8]. In our previous study [8], we concluded that glucosamine-chondroitin combination, which are structural molecules of joint cartilage and necessary for proteoglycan and glycosaminoglycan synthesis, significantly increases the mouth opening and decreases the inflammatory cytokine levels of synovial fluid in ID of TMJ. Moreover, this chondroprotective combination provides efficient pain relief as well as narcotic analgesics.

d. **Antidepressant drugs:** High prevalence of stress, depression, and anxiety is associated with TMD. Antidepressant medications are used to solve stress-related causal factors of TMD. These drugs have adjunct effects in improving sleep quality and reducing stress-related parafunctional habits including bruxism and clenching [23]. Low doses of antidepressant drugs have also analgesic effects.

e. **Antibiotics:** These drugs are only indicated in the event of accompanying infectious diseases of the joint (septic arthritis).

5.1.3. **Physiotherapy**

This is one of the basic therapeutic methods. The indications include discopathy and the hypermobility of the joint. The position of the dislocated disc can be improved by physiotherapy in discopathy cases. In hypermobility cases, the physiotherapy supports the strengthening of the ligaments of the articular capsule, thus reducing the excessive movement in the joint. Physiotherapy techniques are also used to improve the mobility in the masticatory and cervical spine muscles [6]. During physiotherapy, following cautions should be applied: the exercises should be performed at short time intervals (three to five times in a row) and multiple times in a day, which is better than exercising once a day for a longer time period (which can lead to the overload of the joint and occurrence and/or progression of the pain). Moreover, the exercise should always be done to the pain limit—avoid trying to overcome the pain by the movement. Aside from the reduction of joint loading, it is crucial to perform passive-motion exercises for a minimum of 2 months after surgical interventions [2]. The basis of the physiotherapy consists in

a. **Isometric exercises:** Exercises against palm resistance during which the active muscle groups are strengthened, strengthening the muscles and ligaments of the articular capsule.

b. **Post-isometric relaxation exercises:** Relaxation of muscle groups for the treatment of the increased muscle tone due to the emotional stress.

c. **Repositioning exercises:** These exercises are indicated for the alignment of the dislocated disc and mobilization of the joint (restoration of the jaw motion, indicated for the luxation of the jaw—the Hippocrates maneuver as well as for the acute dislocation of the disc).

d. **Massages of the chewing muscles:** These exercises are used to improve muscle blood flow, thus enhancing functions of the muscles and reducing their pain; they contribute to
the movement coordination and to the stretching of spastic muscle fibers. These exercises are also used for rehabilitation of the opening, the most often used method in the postoperative care. It is divided into the passive one (when patients open their mouths using some aids or fingers) and the active ones (when the mouth opening is accompanied with the actual activities of the muscles).

5.1.4. Thermotherapy

Thermal stimuli—cold or heat—can be used in the treatment of ID. Cold causes reduction in passing of nerve impulses on nerve endings, thus reducing perception of pain. Furthermore, it causes local vasoconstriction and it acts as an anti-inflammatory agent. Cold is indicated mainly for bacterial inflammations. The use of cold may include compresses or the application of cooling sprays. The application of heat effects pain receptors in muscles and synovium, thus reducing the pain accompanying aseptic inflammations (such as arthritis and osteoarthritis). Heat is most often used in the form of hot compresses.

5.1.5. Bio-stimulating laser therapy

Low-level laser therapy (LLLT) supports reparation processes; it acts as the analgesic and anti-inflammatory agent (it stimulates mitochondria, supporting the production of adenosine triphosphate, increasing the blood flow in tissues, and increasing the lymphatic drainage). Moreover, the laser application stimulates blood microcirculation and reduces muscle contraction [24]. The bio-stimulation laser is indicated especially for aseptic arthritis and degenerative changes. The advantages of LLLT for the management of ID are that it provides aseptic, noninvasive, painless, non-pharmaceutical therapy without postoperative discomfort [24]. However, long-term effectiveness of LLLT for the management of TMD is limited [25].

5.1.6. Occlusal splint

This is a removable appliance of plastic material (most often resin) with a thickness of 1.5–3 mm. The splint can be made on the superior or inferior dental arch, while the splint on the inferior dental arch is preferred as it is better hidden and patients consider it better (Figure 4). The splints can be partial (covering only a part of the dental arch) or total (covering the dental arch completely). The treatment effect consists in the reduction in intra-articular pressure (thus reducing overload and pain), balancing of the occlusion, relaxation of the muscle spasm, and creation of the environment for easier alignment of the dislocated disc. It should be kept in mind that continuous and/or long-term use of an appliance may develop a malocclusion and must be avoided. An occlusal splint must meet several conditions:

- It must ensure a symmetrical, bilateral articulating contact of dental arches.
- It must be strong enough, with smooth edges and good retention.
- It should cover only the teeth; it must not irritate the periodontium.
- It must not be a functional obstacle, restrict the movement of the tongue, phonation, and swallowing.
The indications for the occlusal splint include the discopathy as well as inflammatory and degenerative changes. The splint is also used for patients with para-functional activities (night guard). In our previous clinical study [26], we observed that stabilization splint therapy provided significant improvements in pain relief, joint mobility (mouth opening and laterotrusive movements), disability, and psychological status of the patients with DDwoR after 6 months of treatment. However, the success rate of splint therapy was shown to be 60% for DDwoR. Splint therapy can be used alone or in combination with arthrocentesis. Our recent study showed that simultaneous splint application following arthrocentesis (success rate was 95%) has no significant additional effect on arthrocentesis alone (success rate was 92.5) for the treatment of DDwoR [26].

5.1.7. Inter-maxillary fixation

It is used to restrict the jaw motion, thus soothing inflammatory affections of the joint, leading to the reduction of pain. The inter-maxillary fixation (IMF) is most often used in the form of inter-maxillary screws and elastic bands. The indications for the IMF include, in particular, septic arthritis. Another application consists in a conservative treatment of articular eminence fractures, and it is further used for non-cooperating patients with recurrent luxations of the TMJ.

5.2. Surgical methods

The surgical treatment is provided in the event when the conservative treatment does not have any effects (the painful symptoms as well as joint dysfunctions still persist) for a period of 3–6 months. The risk of surgical intervention is the injury to the surrounding anatomic structures (in particular the facial nerve). The surgical treatments for ID consist in the following:

5.2.1. Arthrocentesis

This is the mini-invasive surgical method in order to perform the lavage of the superior joint space [27]. The intervention is performed directly into the joint structures; however, the operation input is limited to the injection needle only (Figure 5). It can be performed under local
anesthesia alone or in combination with conscious sedation. The procedure can be performed in two different ways:

a. **Single-needle technique**: This is also called pumping arthrocentesis. The irrigation fluid is introduced into the joint with a single needle and subsequently removed through it.

b. **Two-needle technique**: One needle is used to introduce the fluid into the joint, whereas through the other needle the fluid escapes from the joint cavity.

The aim of the lavage is to flush out inflammatory mediators and loose particles from the joint space (to reduce pain), lysis of the adhesions in the joint, expand the joint cavity (to facilitate the alignment of the dislocated disc), change negative intra-articular pressure to positive pressure (to release the adhering disc), and irrigate micro-particles of the degenerative-changed cartilage (which otherwise irritate the joint synovium and lead to the development of inflammatory changes). Ringer’s solution is used as the irrigation fluid (100–400 ml). Arthrocentesis requires less surgical skill and is an economic treatment method, but does not permit direct visualization and removal of pathologic intra-articular tissues and is less effective for lavage and removal of adhesions compared to arthroscopy. At the end of arthrocentesis, intra-articular application of the therapeutic drugs (corticosteroids, sodium hyaluronate, platelet-rich plasma (PRP), etc.) is also possible. It was reported that arthrocentesis was reliable for treating Wilkes II and III stages of ID, and the treatment results were better in patients with advanced stage [28].

5.2.2. Intra-articular application of drugs

The application of a number of medications directly into the superior synovial joint cavity (the space between the disc and glenoid fossa) is a treatment method. The following medications may be used for intra-articular application:
a. **Glucocorticoids**: These medications are used for their anti-inflammatory effects. They reduce the synthesis of prostaglandins and the production of antibodies, thus decreasing joint effusion and pain. After arthrocentesis, about 1 ml betamethasone can be used for anti-inflammatory purpose. The indications include osteoarthritic symptoms, rheumatoid arthritis, and inflammatory degenerative joint disease.

b. **Sodium hyaluronate**: This is a buffered solution of hyaluronate acid sodium salt, which is an essential component of the cartilage and the synovial fluid. It acts against the disintegration of the extracellular matrix. It activates reparation processes of the cartilage, improves the condition of chondrocytes, and the viscosity of the synovial fluid (it reduces friction), and it features an anti-inflammatory effect (through the inhibition of inflammatory cytokines). The hyaluronate has chondrotropic and lubrication effects. It is indicated for the treatment of osteoarthritic symptoms, inflammatory degenerative joint disease, and discopathy.

c. **Platelet-rich plasma (PRP)**: The blood platelets obtained by centrifugation of the venous blood can be applied intra-articularly. The principle of the treatment consists in the growth factors contained in the blood platelets that cause changes in the cell proliferation, regulate the cellular metabolism, and affect chondrogenous activities. The indications of PRP in the TMJ include inflammatory degenerative diseases [29].

5.2.3. **Arthroscopy**

This is a method, in which the endoscope is introduced into the joint cavity; the endoscope allows examination of the intra-articular cavity through the transmission of the intra-articular image to the display (Figure 6). The endoscopes intended for the TMJ arthroscopy usually have a diameter of 1.9–2.7 mm. Typically, only the arthroscopy of the superior synovial cavity (the cavity between the disc and glenoid fossa) is performed; the arthroscopy of the inferior joint space (the cavity between the disc and condyle) is carried out less often due to the difficult access. The arthroscopy technique yields superior efficacy compared to arthrocentesis in removing articular adhesions, increasing joint function, and decreasing pain for the management of ID [30]. According to the performed intervention, the following is carried out:

a. **Diagnostic arthroscopy**: It consists in the visualization of each part of the joint space, while lysis of the adhesions and joint lavage are also carried out during the arthroscopy. In addition

---

Figure 6. TMJ arthroscopy: (a) clinical view and (b) endoscopic view of the joint.
to the endoscope, the needle used to release the irrigation fluid is introduced into the joint during the diagnostic arthroscopy. Through arthroscopic joint visualization, diagnosis of ID stage and identification of osteoarthritic changes can be established. The needle can also be used for the direct injection of medications into the inflammatory-changed synovial tissue and the retrodiscal tissue. In our previous clinical study [31], we observed that patients with a longer duration of symptoms of DDwoR had more advanced levels of fibrous adhesion and inflammatory and degenerative changes of the articular structures under arthroscopic view. The patients with a shorter duration of ID benefit more from arthroscopic lysis and lavage than those with longer duration of disease onset [31].

b. Surgical arthroscopy: It consists in the surgical intervention in the joint under arthroscopic view. In addition to the endoscope and the needle for releasing, the working (surgical) input for surgical tools (hook, probe, scissors, forceps, laser fiber, and shaver) is also introduced into the joint. The surgical arthroscopy is used to remove adhesions and to align and fix the disc, for synovectomy, disectomy (surgical removal of herniated disc material), or eminectomy (removal of the articular tubercle) procedures [32]. As shown in our recent technical note, hand-made alternative mini-instruments, which are made from stainless steel wire of 0.5 mm in diameter, can be used for the removal of adhesions during arthroscopic surgery [33]. It is also possible to obtain specimens for histopathologic examinations.

5.2.4. Open joint surgery

Open surgery is indicated only in the event that the conservative therapy, arthrocentesis, or arthroscopy does not have effects repeatedly (approximately 5% of the TMD patients) [34]. Generally, it can be concluded that the open surgery is indicated if all possibilities have been exhausted and the patient’s condition has not improved or has even deteriorated. The exceptions include ankylosis, dislocated fractures of the articular eminence, tumors, and developmental anomalies (in which the surgical treatment is the first therapeutic step). The open joint surgery operations for TMJ ID can be performed on the soft and/or hard tissues of the joint. The most common for ID, open joint surgery may include disectomy, reshaping of the articular surface, and implementation of autologous or alloplastic materials [35]. Briefly, the following surgical interventions can be performed:

a. Discopexy: The open repositioning of the dislocated disc and its fixation in a suitable position related to the condyle (with a suture, pin, screw, and anchor).

b. Discoplicacy: This is another method to solve the dislocation of the disc. It is based on the assumption that the dislocation of the disc causes stretching of the retrodiscal tissue. During the discoplicacy, the rear part of the retrodiscal tissue is excised and then the remaining parts are approximated to each other with a suture. Thus, the disc is aligned and fixed back in its physiologic position.

c. Discoplasty: The reparation of the disc perforation accompanying degenerative changes consists in closing of small perforations (with a suture or its overlap). It is indicated only for young patients.

d. Discectomy: The removal of the disc is indicated for extensive degenerative changes (disc perforation) or if the patients have persistent symptoms after discoplasty treatment.
(Figure 7). In ID patients showing no improvement with previous mini-invasive modalities, discectomy offers regaining jaw motion and reducing orofacial pain and may be followed with disc replacement.

e. **Condyloplasty:** The removal of unevenness from the condyle, grinding, and smoothing. It is indicated for accompanying degenerative changes.

f. **Condylar shaving:** The removal of 3–5-mm bone tissue from the top of the condyle is indicated for condylar hyperplasia at the active stage of the growth (Figure 8).

g. **Condylectomy:** The removal of the condyle in the event of extensive degenerative changes (Figure 9).

h. **Eminoplasty or Eminectomy:** These methods are basically introduced for the treatment of joint hypermobility. However, the osteoplasty or the removal of the articular tubercle can also be performed for the treatment of TMJ ID, for repositioning of the dislocated disc. In the TMJ ID cases, the disc is caught between the condyle and articular eminence; thus, eminectomy procedure expands the space between the bony structures so the disc can be aligned back to its original position.

(Figure 7). TMJ discectomy as a surgical treatment method of ID; (a) surgical (preauricular) approach, (b) removed articular disc tissue.

(Figure 8). Condylar shaving is the removal of 3–5-mm bone tissue from the top of the condyle.
i. **Reconstruction of the joint:** It can be divided into the reconstructions of the disc, condyle, and articular fossa:

- **Disc reconstruction:** The reconstruction of articular disc is performed after the disectomy. The subsequent direct contact of the condyle with the fossa can lead to the progression of the degenerative changes and the occurrence of the ankylosis. This is prevented by the interposition material, which is inserted into the joint cavity. For disc replacement, a variety of tissues and materials are used including abdominal fat graft, auricular cartilage, temporalis muscle or fascia, silastic, and proplast-teflon disc implants [6].

- **Fossa reconstruction:** The reconstruction of the glenoid fossa is performed using fossa prosthesis. The fossa prosthesis is made of metal alloys; the fossa is fixed with mini-screws to the zygomatic arch. It is described for degenerative changes.

- **Condyle reconstruction:** The reconstruction of the condyle is performed after resection of the condyle. The reconstructive materials are fixed to the branch of the inferior jaw. The autologous (costochondral, sternoclavicular, metatarsophalangeal bone grafts, especially indicated for young patients due to the growth activity of graft materials) and alloplastic (made of metal alloys) materials are used for the reconstruction.

- **Total joint reconstruction:** The total joint prosthesis combines the replacement of the fossa and the condyle at the same time. The condyles are made of chromium-cobalt alloy (and they are fixed to the branch of the inferior jaw with mini-screws). The fossa is made of the high-polymerized polyethylene (and it is fixed with mini-screws to the zygomatic arch). The articular prostheses are available in the form of stock prosthesis (where there is a number of fossa and condyle sizes available) and custom prosthesis (which are made individually according to the patient’s CT-based stereolithographic model) (Figure 10). It is clearly evident that the individual prostheses are more convenient. However, their use is limited by a higher price compared to stock prostheses [36].
6. Tissue engineering in temporomandibular joint reconstruction

In the current century, the main topic of new studies searching the contemporary treatment methods of TMJ ID is the repair and replacement of joint structures by using tissue engineering methods. The main objective is to produce joint components (such as mandibular condyle or articular disc) that have the ability to perform functional articulation. The main research areas are cell sourcing, biomaterials for scaffolding, and bioactive stimuli [6]. Using tissue engineering techniques, it is intended to produce joint components capable of adaptation to functional articulation and possessing the biochemical, biomechanical, and geometric properties of healthy TMJ tissues [6].

The possible indications for bioengineered articular structures can be summarized as untreatable condylar trauma, condylar hyperplasia, TMJ pathology in skeletally immature patients, and history of metal hypersensitivity (a contraindication for TMJ alloplastic replacement), and TMJ ID [37]. Bioengineered replacements have the potential to be able to grow with the patients, so tissue engineering technology may particularly offer significant benefits for skeletally immature patients requiring TMJ reconstruction. On the other hand, growth potential of bioengineered tissues should be considered cautiously. In terms of TMJ ID, surgical implantation of bioengineered articular disc may be a promising management for patients with unsalvageable disc (Wilkes stages III–V).

The possible contraindications for bioengineered TMJ reconstruction can be summarized as unresolved causal factors such as parafunctional habits, ankylosis (recurrence of ankylosis may occur in bioengineered articular structures as in autografts), history of multiple-failed TMJ arthroplasty (scar tissue can impede vascularization of bioengineered tissue), and autoimmune diseases (the underlying disease such as rheumatoid arthritis might destroy bioengineered tissue).

7. Conclusion

The TMJ disorders are widespread in population and ID is the most frequent type of TMD. The etiologic factors of ID are joint overload and localized and systemic arthropathies.
The real causal factors and correct diagnosis should be established in order to provide appropriate management. In early stages of TMJ ID, conservative methods are considered. If the derangement becomes more severe or refractory to conservative therapies, and in some special situations, proper surgical techniques should be considered. In these situations, the timing of surgical treatment and performing proper technique is crucial for long-term success. Otherwise, patients require repeat treatments indicating low promise for successful management. In terms of open joint surgery, it should be kept in mind that arthroplasty may be resulted in degenerative changes in the future and the patient may need further surgical treatments including total joint replacement. Currently, contemporary researches focus on replacing the disc or condyle in terms of tissue engineering therapy. However, it seems that there are many steps to solve in order to insert this technology into clinical practice.
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